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Supporting Instruction Across an Organization
The Sarahs

Morris and Brandt, that is...
Instruction for Everyone

1. The Instruction Landscape
2. Literature
3. UT Libraries approaches to supporting instruction
4. Sarah’s Assessment Corner
5. Questions and discussion
The Instruction Landscape
Literature Interlude

1. Association of College and Research Libraries Standards for Proficiencies for Instruction Librarians and Coordinators

UT Approaches

1. Discussion
2. Workshops
3. Blogging
4. Individual relationships
5. Co-teaching and observation
RIOT: Resources for Instruction - Ongoing Training
Workshops
TLS Tips
1-1 Instruction Assistance
Co-Teaching and Observation
The Learning Commons
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Resources

UT Libraries Teaching and Learning Services - http://www.lib.utexas.edu/services/instruction/

Instruction @ the UT Libraries Blog - http://blogs.lib.utexas.edu/utlis/

ACRL Standards and Proficiencies for Instruction Librarians and Coordinators - http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/profstandards